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Abstract— For a wireless network to effectively deliver services
to the mobile users, it must have an efficient way to keep track
of them. For the next generation wireless multimedia networks
which can provide wide bandwidth services, the radio resource
becomes more competitive. Many strategies have been proposed
to reduce the spectrum consumption of the users location update
and paging messages, such as the PBS scheme. In this paper,
we study the PBS scheme performance under various conditions
by simulations. We also propose a new scheme — MPBS which
includes user time information in the profile. The user location
is computed by the system based on not only the distribution
probability but also the system current time. The simulation
results suggest that the MPBS scheme can generate far less
signaling traffic and paging delay than the PBS scheme does.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The characteristic of the third generation wireless communication systems is that both voice and data service are
provided. The mobility management strategy for 3G systems is
trying to meet the data service requirements and making users
belonging to different 2G networks can roam to each other (
[1], [2]). In order to track the users, the system service areas
are partitioned into cells, and the cells are usually aggregated
into groups (LAs) geographically. To deliver services to a
user, all the cells in the LA covering that user will be paged
to establish the radio link connection. For next generation
systems, the cells are partitioned into routing areas (RAs).
An RA is typically a subset of an LA. The small size of cell
group can facilitate the system to provide users data service
with required quality. However the location update messages
sent by users increase with the reducing registration area size.
Since the radio bandwidth is considered the scarcest resource,
a lot of research has been carried out to minimize the impact of
the user location management traffic on systems ( [3], [4]). In
future generation systems, the services should be user-oriented,
namely, the networks can provide different kinds of services
for different users. In order to provide user-oriented service,
the system needs to store the user profile which records the
necessary information. Based on this consideration, a profilebased location strategy (PBS) was proposed in [5] and [6]. In
the PBS scheme, the system records each user’s most likely
itinerary. In this paper, we study the relationship between the
PBS scheme performance and the user call-to-mobility ratio
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(CMR) by simulations. In [7], we proposed a new mobility
management strategy – user mobility-pattern-based location
scheme (MPBS). In the MPBS scheme, the time a user enters
a location area and the residence time in that location area are
also recorded in the user’s profile. The location area number
needed to be paged when a call arrives is decided by the
current system time and the user states. In this paper, we
further study the MPBS scheme performance by simulations,
The results show that the MPBS can achieve much better
performance than PBS strategy under various conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the PBS and MPBS schemes in detail. We analyze the
scheme performance costs in section III. Section IV gives the
simulation results. In section V, we have the conclusions.
II. PBS SCHEME AND MPBS SCHEME
The PBS scheme is proposed in [5] and [6], which can
effectively reduce the user update cost. But this scheme
reduces the update cost at the expense of increasing paging
cost. The MPBS scheme is proposed in [7] and proved by
simulations that it can achieve better performance under wider
conditions.
A. Profile-based location scheme (PBS)
In PBS scheme, the system maintains the records of each
user’s most likely itinerary. The probability distribution of a
user’s location is known already. It can be provided by the
mobile terminal or estimated by the system using the user’s
past calling history.
In the scheme, if Ai is one of the location areas in the
record list, the user’s most likely itinerary can be defined
as {Ai }ki=1 , where k is the element number in the set. The
probability of a user being in a location area Ai is αi . The
system maintains a list of (Ai , αi ) pairs for some time interval
T . The probability
of a user being within {Ai }ki=1 is given
k
as κ =
i=1 αi . If κ < 1, there is always a probability
that the user can not be found in the list. If the user follows
his/her daily itinerary strictly, namely, the user keeps roaming
in {Ai }ki=1 , no registration is needed. When the user is out of
the list, the mobile terminal is required to manually register to
the system. So the mobile terminal must keep a copy of the
list. If a call arrives for a user, the location areas that the user
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could be in are paged in the descending order of αi until the
user is found. The PBS scheme can reduce the location update
cost effectively at the expense of increasing the total paging
cost or paging delay. In [6], the total paging cost was derived,
given three known probability distributions, by the expected
location area numbers needed to be paged before the user can
be found. The details about the PBS scheme can be found in
[6]. In fact, it is intuitive that the total cost of PBS scheme has
tight relationship with the user’s CMR. In this paper, we study
the CMR effects on PBS scheme under various conditions.
B. Mobility-pattern-based scheme (MPBS)
In order to improve the system performance, we proposed
MPBS scheme in [7]. The MPBS strategy can reduce the user
update cost and try to limit the total paging cost at the same
time. In this scheme, only two more elements, the time a
user enters Ai (ti ) and the residence time in Ai (Ti ), are
added in the user profile. The HLR will keep a list of 4tuple (Ai , ti , Ti , αi ) for each user. Fig.1 shows an example
of the MPBS scheme. If a user lives in location area A1 and
works in his office building which is located in A4 . Before the
user reaches his office, he will pass through A2 and A3 ; The
user also likes to have his lunch break in a restaurant which
is in A5 . If the user follows the itinerary everyday and the
information is stored in his profile. The network can locate
the user based on the profile and current system time. We
assume the cardinality is k. In the list, the tuples are not
ordered according to αi but to ti . We define a user’s daily
routine to be the user mobility pattern (UMP) for that user. In
reality, a mobile user could deviate from his/her daily route for
some traffic or other reasons so that the actual route may be
different from the UMP. So, we define the user’s actual path
information as the User Actual Path (UAP). The mobile user’s
state can be determined by comparing the similarity between
UMP and UAP. If the user follows the profile strictly, we say
the user follows the time-sequence pattern; if the user just
follows the location areas order but not the time information
in the profile, we define the user follows the sequence pattern.
The exact definitions about the two patterns can be found in
[7]. In MPBS scheme, a user can be in one of the four states
at a time:
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State 1: if a user follows the time-sequence pattern, we
define the user in state 1.
State 2: if a user follows the sequence pattern, we define
the user in state 2.
State 3: if a user enters A and does not follow any of the
above two patterns but A ∈ {Ai }, we define the user
in state 3.
State 4: if A ∈
/ {Ai }, we define the user in state 4.
When a call arrives for a user, the system can locate the
user by different paging strategies for different states. There
are many mechanisms to decide the user’s states. In [7], we
employed edited distance to determine the user states by
defining three operations: inserting, deleting and changing.
Every operation is assigned a weight. The detail procedures
can be found in [7]. In MPBS scheme, when the user is in
state 1, 2 or 3, we say the user is in-the-pattern, otherwise
the user is out-of-pattern.we define ϕ the user out-of-pattern
k
probability and ϕ = 1 − i=1 αi . The user is in state 4 when
the mobile terminal is out-of-pattern. A user in the MPBS
scheme needs to register with the system when he/she switches
from the in-the-pattern to out-of-pattern or vice versa. When
the user is out-of-pattern, a registration message is sent to the
system to update his/her location every time the user enters
a new location area, just as the IS-41 or GSM MAP scheme.
When the user is in-the-pattern, the user may need to send
state update message to the system. The state update message
is different from the registration message, it informs the HLR
the state change. No registration or state message needs to
be sent if the user keeps the state unchanged. When a call
arrives, the HLR can get the user’s state information and adopt
different paging strategies based on it. If the user is in state
1, the system can know which location area the user is in
according to the current system time and page it. There is the
probability that the user just moves out of the being paged
area and enters the next one. If the user does not change state,
only the next location area needs to be paged too. If the user
is in state 2, the system can know the location areas the user
is not in and only needs to page the subsequential areas in the
descending order of αi . If the user is in state 3, the user will
be paged according to αi , just like the PBS scheme. If the
user is out-of-pattern, namely in state 4, the system knows the
user’s exact location and pages the respective location area.
As we can see from the three schemes, If we treat the state
update message and the registration message same, the IS-41
or GSM MAP schemes will generate the most update messages
and the PBS scheme will generate the least ones. The MPBS
is in the middle of them. Although the MPBS scheme may
generate more update messages than the PBS scheme does,
it will reduce the total paging cost dramatically and achieve
total cost saving greatly. We can see that in the section III.
III. C OST EVALUATION
In this section, we define Cu the cost for location registration and Cp the cost for paging one location area. In our
analysis, we do not consider the call delivery processing cost
because it is same for all the three schemes.
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For IS-41/GSM MAP scheme, the total cost between two
consecutive calls can be given as below ( [7])
CGSM =

Cu
+ Cp ,
ρ

(1)

where ρ is the CMR. In the following analysis, we assume
there are k location areas in the user’s profile. For the PBS
scheme, we define E(k) the average location area number
that has to be paged before the user is found. So it is
straightforward that the total cost for PBS scheme is
CP BS

Cu
+ κE(K)Cp + (1 − κ)Cp
ρ
Cu
+ [κ(E(k) − 1) + 1]Cp ,
= ω1
ρ
= ω1

(2)

where ω1 is the probability that the user moves in or out of
the profile between two consecutive call arrivals in the PBS
scheme. The analysis of the total cost for MPBS is more
complicated. If we define Cpi the paging cost for a user in
state i and πi the probability that the user is in state i when
a call arrives, respectively; the total cost of MPBS can be
expressed:
CM P BS

= ω2

Cu
+
ρ

4


πi Cpi ,

= Cp + [0.5 − Q(

Tthreshold
)]Cp
σ

[1.5 − Q(
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(5)

In the real situation, it is may be difficult to get the conditional
probabilities. But in MPBS scheme, there is no necessity for
the system to compute them, because the system only needs
to page the following location areas in the descending order
of αm+1 , αm+2 , · · ·, αk . Divided by a same positive number
does not affect their order. The cost of Cp3 is just like PBS
scheme and the cost of Cp4 is the same as IS-41/GSM MAP
scheme. So we have
Cp3 = E(k)Cp ,

(6)

Cp4 = Cp .

(7)

and
Thus, we can rewrite (3) as
CM P BS

(3)

Tthreshold
)]Cp .
(4)
σ
If a user is in state 2 when a call arrives, only the following
location areas need to be paged because it is known that
the user is not in the first m (m < k) location areas. So
the distribution probability in the following location areas is
conditional. If we assume there are m location areas has been
=

Cp2 = E(k  )Cp .

i

that need
where ω2 is the probability of the user’s movements
4
to update to the HLR. It is obvious that i πi = 1.
We need derive Cpi to specify the total cost of MPBS
scheme. In the MPBS scheme, when a user is in state 1,
if a call arrives, the location area the user is currently in
will be paged according to the profile. However, there is the
probability that the user just moves into the next location
area when the current location area is being paged. In order
to make sure the user can be found, the next location area
needs to be paged if no response is received in the predefined
time in current area. If the user enters location area Ai at
tactual and the recorded time is ti in the user profile. We
assume that tactual − ti follows Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and variance σ. Tthreshold is defined to be the time
threshold. If |tactual − ti | > Tthreshold , we say the user is
not in state 1 anymore. Then the probability that a user just
moves into next location area when a page message arrives is
), where Q(·) is the Q function. Since the
0.5 − Q( Tthreshold
σ
paging expiration time is very short, we ignore the probability
that a user crosses more than one location areas when a paging
message arrives. Based on the above results, we can obtain
Cp1

crossed before a call arrives, and let Xm = α1 +α2 +· · ·+αm
and k  = k − m, we can get the conditional probability
αm+1
,
distribution for the next k  location areas as α1 = 1−X
m
αm+2
αk


α2 = 1−Xm · · ·, αk = 1−Xm respectively. If the average
paged number is E(k  ), the Cp2 can be written as

=

ω2 Cu
Tthreshold
+ [π1 (1.5 − Q(
))
ρ
σ
+π2 E(k  ) + π3 E(k) + π4 ]Cp .

(8)

IV. S IMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON
In practical system, it is usually very difficult to derive
ω1 , ω2 and πi because they can be affected by many factors.
In this section, we try to compare the scheme performances
by simulations. In the simulations, we treat the state update
message the same as the registration message and normalize
the update cost Cu = 1. The paging cost is usually less than
the update cost, so we assume the paging cost for one location
area is 0 < Cp ≤ Cu . We are interested in how the CMR, the
paging cost Cp , the user distribution probability αi and the
user out-of-pattern probability ϕ can affect the performance
gain of the PBS and MPBS schemes. In this paper, we
assume there are three representative profile distributions:
uniform, linear and exponential, which are commonly used
in theoretical analysis ( [6]).
In these simulations, we assume the update cost for every
location area is same. The simulations are event driven. In the
initiation, a user is generated randomly in one location area
and set in state 1. The conditional probability of the user in
state 1, state 2 and state 3 are 0.8, 0.15 and 0.05 respectively.
The user out-of-pattern probability ϕ = 0.1. In order to
study the out-of-pattern probability affection on the scheme
performance, the ϕ will change during the simulations. The
user roams among 16 interconnected location areas randomly
with exponential distributed residence time under different
means ( [7]). When the user enters a location area, an interrupt
is generated and one update messages is sent to the HLR or
not according to the different schemes.
We can see that, in Fig.2, the update cost of MPBS scheme
is less than half of that for IS-41/GSM MAP, and the CMR
does not affect the performance dramatically. In wireless
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communication system, the update cost is usually larger than
the paging cost. That is why PBS and MPBS can achieve total
saving by reducing the update cost at the expense of increasing
the total paging cost. However the MPBS can reduce the total
cost without increasing the total paging cost too much.
In both PBS and MPBS schemes, the system usually pages
more than one location areas trying to find out the user’s exact
location. In other words, the MPBS and PBS will introduce
some delay during call delivery procedures. In Fig.3, we can
see that the paging delay generated by MPBS is much less
than PBS. The reason is the follow. In the PBS scheme, all
the location areas in the list are needed to be paged. Usually,
the location areas are paged sequentially according to the user
distribution probability. So the delay is the time elapsed from
the paging messages is broadcasted in the first location area
to the user responses is received. The delay can be different
with different probability distributions. In Fig.3, we assume
the user profile distribution is uniform. In the MPBS scheme,
when the user is in-the-pattern, only when the user is in state
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3, need all location areas to be sequentially paged. When user
is in state 1, only one location area is paged in most of time;
when in state 2, only part of the {Ai } need to be paged. The
paging cost could be considered as the paging delay for one
location area. In our simulations, we assume the paging cost
for every location area is equal. As we can see, when the CMR
is low, the paging delay for MPBS scheme is 70% less than
PBS scheme. The reason is that when the CMR is low, the user
has relative high movement probability, the PBS scheme will
page more location areas trying to find out the user; but the
MPBS scheme is not affected by this factor. When the CMR
is large, the user will stay in a location area for a relative long
time, the PBS scheme can find out the user with less location
area paging. However, the MPBS total paging cost is still 60%
less than the PBS scheme.
Although the MPBS has less paging delay than PBS, we
need find out the total costs for the two schemes and try
to see whether they can achieve better performance than the
conventional IS-41/GSM MAP scheme or not. In Fig.4, we
plot both the MPBS and PBS relative costs to IS-41/GSM
MAP under uniform distribution and different paging costs.
We omit the linear and exponential distribution figures because
of the space limit. The results are similar. In Fig.4, the cost of
PBS scheme increases very quickly with the increase of paging
cost. When the paging cost is 0.5, the PBS scheme can have
saving only when the CMR is very low. In that situation, the
user will make a lot of updates to the system and the update
cost is dominant. With the increase of CMR, the paging cost
the for PBS scheme plays a more important role, then the
total cost increases fast. The MPBS total cost increases much
slowly. This is the advantage of MPBS. Another advantage of
MPBS is that the cost curves are flatter than PBS in a wide
range of CMR. That means the MPBS scheme is applicable
to different classes of users with different mobility patterns.
In the above situations, we assume in 90% of the time, the
user is in-the-pattern. It is straightforward that the total costs
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1.2

one for all the distributions. This proves that the PBS scheme
can improve the system performance only in very limited
conditions. In Fig.6, the total costs of MPBS are still less
than one even the user has large probability to get out of the
pattern. In the two figures, all the cost ratios are equal one
when the user out-of-pattern probability is one. The reason
is that when the user out-of-pattern is one, the user will not
enter any location area in the profile list and needs to register
to the system every time he/she moves. The system mobility
management scheme is the same as IS-41/GSM MAP scheme
indeed.
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V. C ONCLUSION
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In this paper, we analyzed the PBS scheme and MPBS
scheme by simulations. The results show that the system
performance of PBS has tight relationship with the user’s callto-mobility ratio. We simulated the PBS scheme performance
based on different probability distributions, paging costs and
CMR. The affection of the user’s out-of-pattern probability is
also studied. The results suggest that PBS scheme only works
well for very small CMR and the total cost increases quickly
with the paging cost. The simulation results also show that
the total cost of MPBS is significantly less than PBS and the
MPBS scheme is not very sensitive to the increase of paging
cost either. Our simulation results show that the paging delay
of MPBS scheme can be 50% less than PBS scheme too.
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of both MPBS and PBS schemes depend on the out-of-pattern
probability greatly.
Fig.5 and Fig.6 show how the user out-of-pattern probability affects the system performance for both MPBS and
PBS schemes with different probability distributions. In both
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